
 
 

So You Want to Get a Flu Shot? 
 
There is an increasing amount of evidence that getting a flu shot, or worse 
yet getting yearly flu shots, puts you at higher risk for getting the flu you just 
got vaccinated against. Additionally, your risk of getting the flu in 
subsequent years increases the more times you get the flu vaccine, but also 
remains high even if you do not get re-immunized. [1] According to a 
Canadian study, following the H1N1 flu epidemic in 2009 patients receiving 
flu shots in 2008 were 1.4 to 2.5 times more likely to contact the H1N1 flu 
compared to those who did not receive the vaccination. [2,3] 
 
Additionally, in patients who receive the influenza vaccine, there is an 
increased risk of developing non-influenza respiratory illnesses, especially 
among children [4]. Another report shows that patients are 5 times more 
likely to develop upper respiratory illnesses post flu vaccination [5]. This 
supports a clinical observation made at our clinic that persons who get the 
flu shot, subsequently either come down with the flu or some sort of upper 
respiratory illness post vaccination. 
 
Why does this occur? What immunological mechanisms are affected that 
cause the body to no longer be able to defend itself against viral illness? In a 
study released by the National Academy of Science on the shedding of 
influenza virus following immunization provides some clues. Essentially the 
study found that immunized patients exhale significant quantities of 
influenza virus with normal breathing and not just coughing and sneezing. In 
essence, vaccinated individuals become carriers that spread the virus to the 
non-vaccinated population. [6] A similar pattern was found with the MMR 
vaccine [7] and a study conducted on baboons showed that viruses could be 
harbored for months to years and spread repeatedly.  
 
An argument could be made here that if everyone got the flu vaccine, then it 
would not matter if they shed the virus. Unfortunately it just does not work 
that way as viruses mutate as they make their way through the population, 
which is one of the reasons that vaccines for the flu are rarely effective.  
 
As we have written about before, it is the environment rather than the 
organism that allows a viral illness to set up housekeeping in our bodies. 
This is why some people get the flu and others do not when subjected to the 



same exposure. Repeated exposure to influenza viruses, because of habitual 
shedding and viral mutations increases ones chances of getting the flu 
however, simply because the immune system is repeatedly fighting off the 
insult and stress levels among individuals vary which makes us more 
vulnerable. 
 
Another series of studies showed that many people have developed long 
term IgE mediated sensitization to the H3N2 viral proteins due to 
immunization with a specific vaccine (Flublok) developed to provide 
immunization against this particular strain. When a person who has 
received this immunization is exposed to the actual virus, the course of 
the flu becomes significantly worse because the "cytokine storm" being 
observed in severe cases is likely to be an over reaction due to the 
properties of the vaccine that causes the immune system to over react. 
Therefore a more severe and prolonged “Dengue Fever” like condition 
ensues. This condition is particularly problematic in asthmatics. [8,9,10]  
 
The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) have mandated influenza 
vaccination for hospital employees, presumably to keep the risk of 
infections down. The reason this has become a contentious issue for 
hospital facilities is that insurance reimbursement is tied to compliance 
rates. Therefore the fewer employees vaccinated, the less reimbursement 
the hospital receives. More and more hospital workers are refusing to 
receive the influenza vaccine because there is a 5.5X chance that they will 
come down with the flu compared to placebo and that studies comparing 
flu vaccinations against non-vaccinated workers do not show a 
statistically significant benefit. [11,12] Additionally, many recipients end 
up with autoimmune disease later on due in part to the adjuvants added to 
the vaccines. These statistics are not unique to the hospital population, but 
the general population at large. 
 
Lastly, before you consider getting that flu shot, consider that of the 
vaccine injury cases, patients that have had adverse reactions to the 
influenza vaccine have over all received the highest number of vaccine 
damage awards. [11]  
 
So what are your alternatives to avoid getting the flu? We offer a safe, 
highly effective and natural alternative to the yearly flu shot. It is 
administered orally, the way nature has intended, in order to provide 



maximum resistance against the virus, and is taken once a week 
throughout the flu season. In our experience we have consistently seen 
less than 1% of our patients that follow this protocol come down with the 
flu, a much better outcome than those who receive the flu vaccine. For 
more information, please contact the clinic. 
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